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its consistent aim at the exercise of wit and intellect, and its
continuous tradition. At Weimar, in the great time of Goethe
and Duke Carl August, from 1775 to 1828, Goethe's circle in
the Garterihaus (the beautiful residence presented to him by
Carl August) was almost a salon, except that there was no lady
of the drawing-room. Frau von Stein, whom Goethe loved
at Weimar until he broke away on his Italian journey, had an
intellectual circle.
Berlin had no salon until the eighteenth century had ended.
Then Bettina von Arnim, once Goethe's friend and corre-
spondent, wife of the poet-novelist Achim von Arnim, had a
home for men of letters and enlightenment; and Rachel, wife
of Varnhagen von'Ense, for years entertained the literary society
of the " Liberation " period and tradition.
It would be foolish to claim for the French gentry a mono-
poly of the art of conversation or of polite and agreeable
reception. In various town and country houses, and at various
times, coteries or circles have been formed round some cele-
brated and talented hostess. The French salon, however, and
particularly in the eighteenth century, was the most perfect
thing of its kind, because it expressed two French character-
istics—tradition and a standard. The salon was traditional;
it went on from generation to generation, with recognized
leaders, with an almost continuous existence. It maintained a
standard; the persons who attended were intellectual, and
were people of taste. They were interested in the things of the
mind and spirit; they knew what wit and talent were. They
conversed with liveliness, but not with frivolity; and bores
were not tolerated. Within its magic circle it was democratic.
It was seldom political; taste, letters, philosophy, were its
predominant interests. Intellectual conversation in congenial
company, a quiet repast among friends, " the sincere love of
letters and the innocent charm of the Muses," are among the
simpler and more lasting joys of life. The salon, as an almost
permanent institution, dispensing these good things with a
traditional distinction, is one of the characteristic features of a
sociable age which knew the douceur de mure.

